A model is defined in which questions concerning delay bounded asynchronous parallel systems may be investigated. Persistence and determinacy are introduced for this model. These two conditions are shown to be sufficient to guarantee that a synchronous execution policy can be relaxed to an asynchronous execution policy with no change to the result of the computation. In addition, the asynchronous execution time is only (D+l) times the synchronous execution time, where D is the delay bound. A wide class of recognition problems is identified which can be solved by linear asynchronous structures. Also, it is shown that synchronization problems, similar to the "firing squad synchronization problem," cannot be solved by delay bounded asynchronous systems.
A model is defined in which questions concerning delay bounded asynchronous parallel systems may be investigated. Persistence and determinacy are introduced for this model. These two conditions are shown to be sufficient to guarantee that a synchronous execution policy can be relaxed to an asynchronous execution policy with no change to the result of the computation. In addition, the asynchronous execution time is only (D+l) times the synchronous execution time, where D is the delay bound. A wide class of recognition problems is identified which can be solved by linear asynchronous structures. Also, it is shown that synchronization problems, similar to the "firing squad synchronization problem," cannot be solved by delay bounded asynchronous systems.
A frequently encountered situation in parallel computation is that of a set of identically structured "machines," operating in parallel and communicating by means of a specific set of interconnections to realize, cooperatively, some global state or computation. For example, the "Firing Squad Synchronization Problem" [1] is one of the earliest questions studied in this context. Since that time, a large quantity of literature has appeared on cellular machines, iterative arrays, parallel grammars, L-systems, etc. 12-5J. A common theme embodied in these abstractions is that of Synchronous computation. That is, at each discrete moment in time, if a machine can perform some transition (or, in the grammatical case, if a production applies) then that transition must be performed.
In this paper we study the consequences of relaxing this assumption of synchronism. In particular, for asynchronous computations a machine that is capable of a particular transition mayor may not accomplish that transition before the next time step. The consequences of relaxing the synchronous requirement are; first, that some tasks which can be done synchronously cannot even be approximated asynchronously; and, second, for those synchronous computations that can be realized asynchronously, the previously used techniques fail to apply and a new set of techniques must be developed. The questions we address in this paper, stem from our general interest in developing a basis for understanding the sequencing and synchronization aspects of computations. The particular motivation here is a desire to understand how machines or proces.ses with unknown rates of execution can be made to realize various computations, what their computational capabilities are and how well they can be synchronized. The asynchronous assumption is made since machines may have execution times which depend upon the data, or are influenced by exogenous variables. We do assume that the times are known to be within some upper and lower bounds, although they may vary with time within these bounds. Whenever parallel computation is encountered, the phenomenon of "the rate of execution" of the processors must be addressed. By "rate of execution" we mean the length of time required by some autonomous processor to complete a computational step vis i vis the time required by the other active autonomous processors to complete their respective steps. The reason that these times are relevant is because the autonomous processors must generally carry out a certain amount of communication with other processors and that cannot take place until the information to be communicated has been computed. Furthermore, the transmission of the information can have no effect unless the receiver is prepared to receive it.
There are several ways of modelling parallel computation with respect to the rate of execution. One method is to consider a specific system of parallel devices with specific interconnections. To each computational step an assignment is made of the quantity of physical time required to effect the computational step. The system can then be analyzed with respect to the physical time required. If the assigned times are all the same (based, for example, on a clock cycle) the system is synchronous.
An alternative approach is to assign relative rather than physical times to the processors. In such a model, the global state of the system is of interest. Here, one unit of relative time or, a step, is said to have elapsed whenever all or some of the active processes have completed a computational step. In the former case, where all processors have completed a step, the system is synchronous. Examples of such systems abound: iterative arrays, cellular automata, parallel grammars, L-systems, to name a few [2] [3] [4] [5] . Although the times required for each step are not necessarily all equal, they may be assumed to be. If so, such a synchronous model corresponds to the physical synchronous model mentioned above.
In the case where the steps correspond to the completion of a computational step by some processor, the model is asynchronous. This viewpoint is characteristic of the work on asynchronous circuits, cooperating sequential processes, Petri nets, and others. The assumption is usually made that an active processor completes a computational step after a finite number of steps.
In our model, the rate of execution is explicitly bounded by a parameter, called the delay.
The delay, D, is a nonnegative integral value which gives the number of steps any processor is allowed to remain idle prior to completing a computational step. Hence, when D = 0, no idle steps are allowed, each processor completes execution at each step and, therefore, the system is synchronous. When D > 0, the system is asynchronous and the processors operate at a worst case rate of once every D + 1 steps.
Clearly, because the rate of execution is a parameter, the model to be described will be equally capable of characterizing synchronous as well as asynchronous computation. Indeed, by varying D, a single system can be executed using either policy. Hence, it is the objective of this research to understand the relationship between synchronous and asynchronous parallel computation.
Motivation of the MOdel
-The model, to be formally defined in the next section, hypothesizes a system of n identically structured finite state machines organized as a linear array. Each machine is allowed to communicate with other machines in its own neighborhood (not necessarily just with its adjacent neighbors). The time is measured in a relative fashion, with one step elapsing whenever some machine(s) change state. A given machine is said to become active when it is first capable of' a transition'. (Identity transitions are not allowed, so a device may not be capable of another state change immediately after a transition has taken place.) Once active, the machine can perform the state change at any step. However, no machine can remain active, without changing state, for more than D steps.
Several comments are in order. First, note that no assumption is made as to wnether or not the relative time steps are of equal length. Furthermore, no assumption is made about how long it takes for a given device to change state, except that it is bounded. Consequently, we are allowing the execution time of a given device to change for any reason whatsoever. The same transition can even take a different number of steps for different devices or for the same device at different points in the computation. All that is required is that it be bounded by D + 1 (D is fixed for any given computation).
This point of.view is motivated by an interest in modelling parallel circuits as well as.operating systems. In the former case, the performance.of the device may be influenced by physical characteristics of the components. In.the latter case, a process may be influenced by competition with other processes for resources, or influenced by I/O or some other exogenous variables. In any case, if the delay D cannot be chosen precisely for a given system, then it may be considered to be a limit beyond which the failure of a processor to execute is interpreted as a failure of the entire system. A second observation is that the assumption of "identically structured" processes is not overly restrictive. The assumption should probably be stated as "identically structured with respect to the interaction among processes." Hence, the interaction of mult1.ple instances of processes whi.ch. communicate in. the same manner is being studied. Any computat.ion not relevant to this communication is all~ed; sinca it doesn't influence the overall synchronizat.ion hehavi.or, however, it can be ignored.
Another point is that although. there are many other important structures other than linear, there are.several reasons for such a restriction. First of all, this organization has D.e.etl studied in some depth. fQr the synchronous case. (D = 0) 14]. As a result, comparison between these and the. correspondin.g asynchronous. structures can. be done easily. Secondly, even for more complex organizations, it.is often sufficient ,to observe that there. is a linear substructure. .Knowledge of the linear case thus allows simple reduction arguments.
Finally, a'word of warning is in order about the role of D. D, as it is used in the sequel, is the delay, or the number of idle steps allowed before a device must execute. Consequently, the "firing frequency" for processors which are always active will, in the worst case, be once every D + 1 steps. Thus, for the synchronous case, D = 0, the devices muS.t fi.re at each step and, therefore, no idle steps are allowed for active processors. 20 1.3. Preview.
Since the model, herein described, makes no a priori assumptions about execution policy, it is equally capable of modelling synchronous parallel as well as asyn-. chronous parallel computation. But, the most important consequence of a parametric treatment of the execution policy is that a single system may be analyzed under both synchronous and asynchronous assumptions. Thus, the comparative facility provided by these two policies will be the focal point of this investigation.
The main question addressed in this paper is:
How do linear arrays of machines operating synchronously compare with linear arrays of machines operating asynchronously in terms of computational and synchronization characteristics?
First of all we note that observed globally, a synchronous array has precisely one execution sequence (assuming, as we do, that the machines are deterministic). By contrast, an asynchronous array defines a set of computations corresponding to the differing execution rates of the individual machines. Obviously, one of these computations is a "synchronous" computation (in the sense that each machine executes without any delay).
Thus, if we consider an asynchronous computation to be well behaved if the computed result is independent of the individual execution rates, then clearly, anything that can be computed asynchronously can be computed synchronously. Our main question thus reduces to: are asynchronous arrays weaker than synchronous arrays? The answer depends upon whether we speak of synchronization ability or computational ability.
It is known that cellular arrays can solve a synchronization problem known as the "firing squad synchronization problem," [1] . It would be foolish to expect an asynchronous linear array to solve this problem (for D > 0) since the soldiers mayor may not choose to "fire" at the appointed moment. But suppose that we required all soldiers to ."fire" within an interval of size D. It will be shown that this simpler problem cannot be solved! Indeed, a stronger result will be shown. Hence, with respect to synchronizing qualities, the asynchronous linear arrays are weaker than their synchronous counterparts. By contrast, it will·be shown that for language recognition problems, asynchronous arrays are no weaker than the synchronous linear arrays. In [4] the recognition questions were analyzed in terms of the time required by the linear array. Hence, it is not only of interest whether a particular. set can be recognized, but the time required in comparison to the synchronous case is also relevant. We show that it takes at most 3(D+l) times longer. . This las.t result uses another of our main theorems. Namely, we identify two properties of linear asynchronous systems --persistence and determinacy --and shaw that these are.sufficient to guarantee that any system with these properties operates asynchronously at most (D+l) times slower than it does synchronously (D=O) for all, D. With this result we obtain an effective strategy for solving a problem with asynchronous systems: First find a synchronous system for the task. Establish persistence and determinacy and then invoke the above theorem. The validity and performance are t~us established.
The format of the remainder of. the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives initial definitions and illustrative examples. Section 3 shows the impossibility of a linear asynchronous system solving the firing squad synchronization problem. Section 4 introduces persistence and determinacy and proves the CR Theorem to denote a single application of production p Note that consistent overlapping is allowed and that in the last two cases, it is ambiguous whether 12 -~13 is applied, since it is subsumed by 12 -+ 33. (ii)
on the synchronous to asynchronous relationship.
Finally, Section 5 establishes the equivalence between synchronous and asynchronous recognition.
Basic Definitions and Examples
In this section we introduce the basic model, present examples and provide further motivation.
Although we have purposely chosen a model that is closely related to the iterative arrays and cellular automata models so as to provide convenient comparison, we have not used the finite state machine as a basic constituent. Instead, we avoid the cumbersome details of these machines by introducing a rewriting system. Even so, we will continue to employ the machine metaphor in our informal discussions both because it is a handy conceptual tool and because we are interested in the case where the asynchronous systems are actually implemented as circuits. (ii)
production has been applied.
Hence a D-computation is a legal set of state transformations such that no active coordinate remains unchanged for D + 1 consecutive steps.
1S a a-computation for
is one of the I-computations for G 1 on 111222.
Note that two active but idle transitions have been underscored. 12 -+ 33}>. Then the following are allowed:
(ii) y . . + = S whenever as I 8 s for s = 1,2,···,k.
1-J s s
Informally, xl···x n~Y l···Y n if wherever a change takes place (xi:f y i ), then there is some production matching some context around xi (requirement (i» and that each change implied by the production (as:f 8 s )
is reflected in the result (13 = y. .+). This definis 1-J s tion is quite general, allowing overlapping application of productions. A much simpler definition could be given if no overlapping is allowed.
Hence, an asynchronous grammar is a rewriting system with length preserving, non-identity productions
We are now ready to introduce the delay property over the alphabet. The state of a linear array of n n tt into our asynchronous model. The claim is quite intuitive but it is not simple to prove directly. For example, it is not the case even for a a-computation, that once a 2 begins moving left, it continues to do so at a rate of at least l/(D+l). This is because a 2 can "run into" a long sequence of 2's and be blocked (since the rule doesn't apply) for a long period of time. In short, it is quite possible for a 2 to exhibit a "hurry-up and wait" behavior.
Assertions (i) -(iii) are in fact true, but to prove them we employ some of the theory developed in the later sections. Our purpose in proving the assertions now is to underscore the proof strategy which we shall employ. We believe that it is an effective method of reducing the complexity of this type of proof and is, therefore, worthy of special emphasis.
The argument takes the following form:
(1) verify directly that the grammar computes the proper result for some convenient D-computation, (2) find the time t required for the a-computation,
show that the grammar (or one equivalent to it) is elementary, (4) appeal to the CR theorem which says that all D-computations for elementary grammars compute the same result and the time is less than (D+l)t.
This stragegy renders the proof of (i) -(iii) quite painless as we shall now see.
For correctness, it is necessary to establish that the output is correct only for a single D-computation. Naturally, we choose D to simplify the proof and this is often the a-computation or an oo-computation, i.e. one where a specific sequence is chosen without regard for how long an active position is delayed. For the problem at hand, a specific I-computation is most convea nient. In particular, for any string x of l's and 2's, we choose the I-computation with the property: x a~x l provided 12 -+ 21 is applied to all pairs x~X~+1 = 12 such that j is even. where j is odd will be delayed one step; the computation is then synchronous thereafter.
This particular computation has been chosen because it has the following easily verified property:
changes to x~+1 x~~i = 21 iff j is odd (even).
Thus, during the synchronous portion of this computation the only active changes are to pairs with odd/even indices for odd computation steps and to pairs with even/odd indices for even computation steps. this property is important because it enables Floyds theorem [6] on parallel sorting networks to be envoked: We interpret the synchronous portion of this computation as a parallel sort (into descending order) using interchanges. The interchanges of the sorting network are
The single change property is fundamental since it enables a device to change independently of its neighbors. This is obviously not a property of G l , but it can be modified to be single change. 
Example 2.6. applied so that * holds. Floyd § theorem establishes that a vector of n elements sorted in parallel according to * halts with output in (descending) sorted order (all 2's to the left) in n steps or fewer. Since one step is required to "get into phase," this I-computation halts with the proper result in n+l steps. Thus, steps (1) and (2) 
The underscored transition did not "fire" and is now "locked out." In worst case, it can remain so until a single I propagates all the way to the right and the B's change back into 2's. It will then change according to the last production. Apparently, the computational requirements are satisfied for G 2 , but not the timing requirements. The solution, of course, is to add a new production.
B2 -+ 22}. The intuition here is that the intermediate states, A and B, implement an "information passing" protocol where A means "A 2 is being sent left and acknowledgement of receipt is requested" and B means "The 2 has been received and is hereby acknowledged." Thus, the first four productions accomplish the 12 to 21 interchange. Production five is required because a 1 (placed by BA -+ Bl) could have already been changed into a 2 due to the asynchronous execution.
Grammar G 2 computes the same result as G l , but it is not true that its time satisfies that required in (iii) above. Indeed, the worst case behavior of G 2 is o(D+l)n 2 . The difficulty can be observed in the following example.
for any input of l's and 2's, G l shifts all 2's to the left and alII's to the right while preserving the total number of each for any a-computation,
Clearly, for any D-computation of G l on x, each
The difficulty with G 2 is that it is not persistent. Proof. Let Definition 3.1.
Informally, the conditions can be viewed as follows: g = J"eneral, " q = "null state soldier," c = "colonel," and = the set of "shoot" states; g and c mark the ends of the array. Condition (bi) requires that the process be initiated by the "general," (bii) requires that the firing times of the "general" and "colonel" be within fen) of each other. Note that the definition of t and t requires that the general and the colonel g c have only a single "bullet" apiece. Thus, the classic solution solves the <0,0> firing squad problem, i.e. the problem is solved synchronously with the general and colonel (and all other soldiers) firing at the same time. min{kl X~+2 E)}.
As with the classical firing squad problem, no signal can travel from g to c in less than n/w steps; thus t c~n /w. Now, suppose that fen)~n/2w since if it were not, the theorem is true. But, t~n/2w g since otherwise It -t I > n/2w. Therefore, both t c g g and t are at least n/2w. c Suppose t $ t (the other case is analogous). Withg c out loss of generality, let n/4w be an integer. Define k = t -n/4w. Now, there exists a I-computation In this section we demonstrate that asynchronous linear arrays cannot synchronize in any meaningful way. This will be done by showing that a problem, weaker than the "firing squad synchronization problem" cannot be solved. As noted previously, it is not surprising that the "standard version" of this prob lem cannot b e solved, but it is not even possible for the two "soldiers" at the ends to "fire" at approximately the same time. The name is motivated by the fact that this theorem has a flavor similar to the Church-Rosser Theorem for Jqmbda Calculus.
11/4,·1}, then ' j 1, · · · , n/ 4. Hence t I Q 'g t~= min { I y 1 j and the "general" fires at the same step in this particular I-computation as in the O-computation. Now, analyz· ing when the "colonel" fires, \'Je claim that for i == 1,2,···,n/4 Theorem 3.1 is sharp in the sense that for any D and any fen) = sm with s > 0 there is an asynchronous grammar that solves the <f,D> firing squad problem. The solution is just to have the general send a signal down to the colonel: this signal causes each machine to fire as it receives it. Since one can clearly functions for send a signal from the general to the colonel in~sn~and Lemma time by using productions of the form par' k k+l
The objective of this section is to prove the CR theorem t which states that all D-computations for a given input and elementary grammar yield the same result and the time required is less than or equal to (D+l) times the O-computation time for that input. Several preliminaries are required prior to the statement and proof of the theorem.
Note: This entire section implicitly refers to an elementary grammar G = <~, P>. Since t c >-t g , xn~2 '-J .
Consequently, t ' ? 2t -2. 
Recognition Properties of Linear
Asynchronous Grammar?
The goal of this section is to argue that the sets recognizable by cellular I-dimensional arrays [4] in time t can also be recognized by linear asynchronous grammars in time 3(D+l)t for all delays D~O. Since cellular arrays can solve a wide class of recognition problems in a synchronous and efficient manner, we can conclude that these problems can also be performed asynchronously without serious time degradation.
The overall strategy begins by noting that any single changp~determinate aSJ~chronous grammar (uf wnlcn cellular arrays are a special case) can be put into a nQrmal form with certain properties. The next step is to show how to construct a persistent grammar from the normal form grammar, such that both grammars produce the same output in the synchronous case (O-computations). Finally, we appeal to the CR Theorem to establish that for any single change, determinate asynchronous grammar, there exists an elementary grammar accepting the same set in time 3(D+l)t, where t is the recognition time for a O-computation of the original grammar. The desired result then follows as a corollary since cellular I-dimensional arrays correspond to single change, determinate asynchronous grammars.
To simplify the exposition, we omit two details. First, we omit the construction of the normal form and, secondly, we ignor the details involving the end-points of the array. For convenience, the reader can suppose that the configurations are bounded by end markers and appropriate productions exist for handling the markers. The general case is unaffected by this assumption.
The import of the CR Theorem can be seen in the following corollari.es. It is important to note that the requirements of determinacy and persistence are necessary in the sense that the CR Theorem is false if they are eliminated. This is clear for determinacy. Grammar G 2 from Section 2, which is not persistent and which executed in O(n 2 ) rather than O(n), demonstrates this for persistence. We shall have occasion to use these two corollaries in the next section on recognition capabilities. Proof. no problem since the completion will be transformed into a legal asynchronous grammar below.
A few comments are in order about the forthcoming construction. The goal is to achieve persistence. The technique by which this is accomplished is to define a protocol that enables each device to acquire inputs from its neighbors. The protocol is basically three fold: (1) a device announces its intention to change state. At this point, every neighbor that depends upon the device's current value for their next state change must now retrieve the input. This is done by having the neighbors announce their intent to change state. When all the neighbors have announced, (2) a device is allowed to perform its transition. After the device and its neighbors have changed state, (3) they acknowledge that fact by becoming quiescent. A new cycle is then ready to begin. The purpose, therefore, for completing the grammar is to enable transitions that wouldn't otherwise fire to receive input, even though no new state change will result. 1.
The P a productions accomplish the announcing task.
Note that the neighbors mayor may not have announced when a given position does so. The P t productions perform the transition and they require that the neigh-26 £ = 0, the result For £.
a. -+ 6 E P N~a~a E Pc·
Informally, the completion of G N has the production set as G N with all "idling" productions added. Thus, the completion is not an asynchronous grammar. This is Ia I I6 I = k, th en
Informally, requirement (i) states that all productions are of the same size, while (ii) guarantees that the modification is to the "middle" term in the production. This latter requirement implies, of course, that k is an odd integer. Property (iii) requires the same behavior from the 2 production sets on k length strings. It can be seen that cellular I-dimensional arrays are represented by normal form grammars to begin with for which k = 3. Let m = (k+l)/2 in the sequel. Proof. 
